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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - Summary Table
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



RegionSocial GradeAgeGender
Wales

&North
Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
landWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

88140249257267307159203332253183162164167725544471001Unweighted base

871442512642542302102902702101501701901601205104911001Weighted base

8111721522520619917525321618312515015913592431413843Agree
93%81%85%85%81%86%83%87%80%87%83%88%83%84%77%84%84%84%

519283041212528492222142317256162124Disagree
6%13%11%11%16%9%12%10%18%11%15%8%12%11%21%12%13%12%

1889710996546883191534Don't know
1%5%3%4%3%4%4%3%2%2%2%4%4%5%3%4%3%3%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses operating in the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 The Government should crack down on tax
avoidance by businesses, even if it causes

unemployment, or some companies to leave the
UK.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

623186211001Unweighted base

563456001001Weighted base

42228573843Agree
74%66%96%84%

49525124Disagree
6%28%4%12%

1121234Don't know
20%6%*3%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses operating in the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 If companies can reduce the amount of tax
they pay then they should do so because their

first duty is to maximise returns to their
shareholders.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

824294901001Unweighted base

764334921001Weighted base

58383402843Agree
77%88%82%84%

113874124Disagree
15%9%15%12%

6121534Don't know
9%3%3%3%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses operating in the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



RegionSocial GradeAgeGender
Wales

&North
Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
landWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

88140249257267307159203332253183162164167725544471001Unweighted base

871442512642542302102902702101501701901601205104911001Weighted base

59791571561481421131771671401061071028955293307600Agree
68%55%63%59%58%62%54%61%62%67%71%63%54%56%45%57%62%60%

2253839493688410093533456776164179166345Disagree
25%37%33%36%37%30%40%35%34%25%23%33%40%38%54%35%34%34%

612111413201312111810711101391856Don't know
6%9%4%5%5%9%6%4%4%8%7%4%6%6%1%8%4%6%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses, even if it causes unemployment, or some companies to leave the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 The Government should crack down on tax
avoidance by businesses operating in the UK.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

311208501001Unweighted base

341248431001Weighted base

225573600Agree
5%20%68%60%

2195228345Disagree
63%77%27%34%

1144256Don't know
33%3%5%6%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses, even if it causes unemployment, or some companies to leave the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 If companies can reduce the amount of tax
they pay then they should do so because their

first duty is to maximise returns to their
shareholders.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

824294901001Unweighted base

764334921001Weighted base

42291267600Agree
55%67%54%60%

19124202345Disagree
25%29%41%34%

15192356Don't know
20%4%5%6%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - The Government should crack down on tax avoidance by businesses, even if it causes unemployment, or some companies to leave the UK.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



RegionSocial GradeAgeGender
Wales

&North
Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
landWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

88140249257267307159203332253183162164167725544471001Unweighted base

871442512642542302102902702101501701901601205104911001Weighted base

42681251411161141031431311077578928158245247492Agree
49%47%50%53%46%50%49%49%49%51%50%46%48%50%48%48%50%49%

37631101021229189128126796678887152217216433Disagree
43%43%44%38%48%39%42%44%46%38%44%46%46%44%43%43%44%43%

814172215251819132481411910482876Don't know
9%9%7%8%6%11%9%7%5%11%6%8%6%5%8%9%6%8%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - If companies can reduce the amount of tax they pay then they should do so because their first duty is to maximise returns to their shareholders.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 The Government should crack down on tax
avoidance by businesses operating in the UK.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

311208501001Unweighted base

341248431001Weighted base

1574402492Agree
45%60%48%49%

1238383433Disagree
36%31%45%43%

6115876Don't know
19%9%7%8%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - If companies can reduce the amount of tax they pay then they should do so because their first duty is to maximise returns to their shareholders.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Q1 The Government should crack down on tax
avoidance by businesses, even if it causes

unemployment, or some companies to leave the
UK.

Don't knowDisagreeAgreeTotal

623186211001Unweighted base

563456001001Weighted base

23202267492Agree
40%59%44%49%

19124291433Disagree
33%36%49%43%

15194276Don't know
27%5%7%8%
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Tax Avoidance
CATI Fieldwork : 20th May - 22nd May 2011

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q1 Tax avoidance is where people or businesses arrange their financial affairs to minimise the amount of tax they pay while remaining within the
law. Thinking about tax avoidance, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
 - If companies can reduce the amount of tax they pay then they should do so because their first duty is to maximise returns to their shareholders.
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes


